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SAP Data Custodian is an innovative SaaS application that enables

governance, risk, and compliance for enterprise data in public clouds. It

provides visibility over the ways data is stored, moved, and accessed in the

cloud, enforces data protection policies, and helps maintain compliance with

data protection regulations.
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1 Introduction

Scalability, flexibility, predictable costs, and massively reduced capital expenditures are just some of the

reasons for many organizations to adopt a cloud-first strategy for their future business development. They

motivate companies to migrate more and more of their applications, computing workloads, and data to

public clouds. The ongoing COVID pandemic, which forced so many people to work from home for months,

has only further increased worldwide cloud adoption.

Driven by the ongoing digital transformation, data is quickly becoming the most valuable asset for every

organization, more important than oil or land. Regardless of whether data is the primary product for a

business or just a tool to reach their customers, improve productivity, enable better planning, or a myriad of

other reasons - the ability to collect, store and process vast amounts of information becomes a critical factor

for business success in any industry or geography. Increasingly, a company's only option to achieve the

necessary scale is to harness the power of the public cloud.

However, modern application architectures, deployment patterns, and technology stacks strongly affect the

security landscape and introduce completely new risks to cloud customers. The continuously growing

number and scale of data breaches indicate that even the largest organizations with fully staffed IT teams

and large security budgets are failing to keep up with the cloud transformation. Unfortunately, many

companies realize the challenges and vulnerabilities of dealing with sensitive data in the cloud too late,

facing massive financial, legal, and reputational losses for their non-compliance.

The primary challenge for modern data-driven business is, of course, the overall scale and complexity of

storing and managing data across heterogeneous (multi-cloud and hybrid) environments - data is

everywhere, spread across a multitude of systems, models, and formats with incompatible technology

stacks and security controls. Also, data never exists in a vacuum, isolated within just a single database,

application, or network. It is constantly moving and transforming, passing through multiple systems, and

being processed by numerous applications and services. Even the basic data governance at this scale

becomes impossible without full visibility into data locations, classification, access policies, and so on.

The problem is further complicated by constantly changing governance and compliance requirements. After

GDPR, new strict regulations for handling personally identifiable information are being introduced by

numerous countries and state-level governments around the world, with massive fines for compliance

violations. Some of the more recent legal decisions, such as the infamous Schrems II ruling, can completely

change technical requirements for storing data in a cloud overnight, introducing new mandatory security

controls for cloud projects. These quickly changing demands put a strain on both customers and vendors of

cloud services.

Traditionally, data protection solutions have focused on securing individual infrastructure components -

databases, file and object stores, networking, etc. - but this approach is no longer sustainable in multi-cloud
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environments. Another approach - data-centric security - is gaining popularity, focusing instead on data

itself, providing full visibility into data at every stage of its active life cycle.

With Data Custodian, SAP offers a natively multi-cloud, fully managed SaaS solution for data transparency,

protection, and compliance across the company's own business applications, as well as public hyperscalers

and SAP-managed clouds.
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2 Product Description

SAP Data Custodian is a SaaS application that provides users with a centralized control plane for visibility,

governance, and protection of their enterprise data in the cloud. The service is primarily aimed at SAP

business applications but targets SAP-managed clouds and public hyperscalers (large tech companies with

massive cloud infrastructures, including not just cloud service providers like AWS, Azure, or Google, but

other tech companies operating their own cloud-scale infrastructures).

The primary focus of Data Custodian is to provide transparency for companies with regards to where their

data is stored across multi-cloud environments, as well as visibility into who, when, and where accessed this

data. By maintaining consistent monitoring across public cloud infrastructures and applications, the service

can not only deliver full visibility into data-related security and compliance posture, but identify changes and

drifts close to real time, alert about risky and suspicious activities, and prevent non-compliant data flows.

In addition, Data Custodian helps identify various types of sensitive data (powered both by pattern

recognition and machine learning), provide risk and compliance reporting, and enforce data protection

policies with data masking, encryption, and policy-based access control. Last but not least, the service

includes a full-featured key management module that provides unified encryption key lifecycle management

across SAP applications, and multi-cloud infrastructures.

SAP Data Custodian is a fully managed multi-cloud service operated by SAP. Customers have a choice of

deploying their tenant on AWS, GCP, or Azure cloud infrastructure within a desired geographical region.

From the architectural perspective, the product is composed of two independent services, which are

deployed separately but are unified within the same UI.

The Transparency and Control Service (TCS) is responsible for monitoring and enforcing data protection

policies. It implements an architecture of connectors to collect security events from public cloud

infrastructures (AWS, Microsoft Azure, and Google Cloud Platform are currently supported), and SAP's

applications. TCS utilizes several methods of analyzing data flows, from application-level monitoring

(somewhat reminiscent of Cloud Access Security Brokers) to API integrations and cloud service log analysis

(like modern Cloud Security Posture Management tools).

However, as opposed to traditional tools focusing on infrastructure security, Data Custodian monitors and

analyzes the behavior of data itself, focusing on discovering data stored across multiple public clouds,

identifying its localization and classification, and validating the compliance and security policies appropriate

for each location. Since this process is continuously repeated, each change in data posture can be

immediately identified, and illegal operations, like, for example, replicating a database outside of the

designated region, will trigger a policy violation and raise an alert.

The service's main dashboard provides a summary of key information available to customers, including the

current, historical, and projected future compliance posture, an overview of identified data risks, the number
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of unresolved alerts and open tasks, as well as the amounts of sensitive data by the cloud platform.

Additionally, the dashboard presents a graphical world map highlighting the countries where enterprise data

is present and the policies that apply there.

The key entity Data Custodian operates with is a Union - sets of related policies grouped around a common

data regulation or business objective. Such unions can, for example, represent a high-level view of all

policies that govern GDPR compliance for data located within the EU borders. Unions allow quick filtering of

statistics represented in the dashboard, serve as a basis for compliance reporting, etc. A single union can

contain a set of pre-defined or custom policies that apply to specific data types, operations, risk levels,

users, or resource attributes. SAP provides policy templates for the most important regulatory frameworks

like GDPR or PCI DSS.

The Enterprise Cloud page shows the complete inventory of all data storage locations and access locations,

with data flows between them, helping customers to quickly identify all their data both at rest and in transit,

as well as track data access and modification across multi-cloud and hybrid environments in near real-time.

For each datastore, Data Custodian can provide a full activity log and automatically generate policy

recommendations to improve data protection and compliance for a specific location, data type, or underlying

cloud platform.

The Cloud Resources section provides a complete, near real-time inventory of managed resources, both

from public cloud infrastructures and from connected SAP applications. Here, customers have the

opportunity to apply a sensitivity level to each resource (manually, as a part of classifying its business

impact), as well as manage various other labels. Using additional components called Information Detectors,

these labels can be applied automatically as a part of the data classification process.

Information detectors are implemented for a number of data sources (such as AWS S3 buckets or Azure

storage accounts) and can identify various types of personal information by scanning the data in those

sources. Currently, only built-in types are supported, without the possibility for customers to define their own

patterns.

The Incident Management area covers the means to investigate and resolve violations detected by the

solution's policy engine. The distinction is made between Alerts, which are violations of rule-based policies,

and Anomalies, which are identified by the ML-powered behavior analytics engine without any predefined

rules. Each alert or anomaly provides a multitude of details and artifacts for a forensic investigation.

Incidents, as well as other types of tasks (data privacy actions, access requests, etc.), are managed in the

Tasks section of the service. Basic workflows for assigning tasks to users and tracking their progress are

provided.

Finally, the Transparency and Control service provides a number of optional integrations that augment the

data collected by default with the additional user context to support attribute-based access control. For

example, application synchronization with Azure Active Directory and SAP SuccessFactors is supported to

assist with policy creation and evaluation. Another integration type is offered for S/4HANA and SAP ERP

Central Component, which implements monitoring and restricting data access directly in those applications

and applying data masking and tokenization to sensitive data. An API for exporting security events to an
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external SOC platform is also available.

The Key Management Service (KMS) is a separate subsystem of Data Custodian, although it is fully

integrated into the main solution's user interface. It provides customers complete control of the encryption

keys and offers a simplified provisioning, and secure storage of encryption keys. Certified according to the

FIPS 140-2 Level 2 and FIPS 140-2 Level 3 standard, it ensures secure and compliant key lifecycle

management even for highly regulated industries.

Besides managing individual keys, KMS implements key group management as well, where groups are

used to hold keys, users, and technical users for different applications. Different group types are available,

for general-purpose management or specific for SAP-managed SaaS applications or customer-management

SAP infrastructures, with different roles, permissions, and configurations suitable for each use case.

With the key management service, SAP customers can protect their data consistently across public, private

and hybrid clouds, as well as across multi-cloud environments. A strong focus is placed on seamless

support for SAP applications and cloud infrastructure layers, but customers can create and use keys for

their other applications as well. Currently, only selected business applications are directly supported, but the

ultimate goal for SAP is to make it the default key management solution for all SAP applications in the

future.
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3 Strengths and Challenges

SAP Data Custodian offers an innovative alternative to more traditional universal data protection solutions.

By packaging a broad set of data discovery, classification, monitoring and protection capabilities in a single

fully managed multi-cloud solution with rich visualization, investigation and policy management capabilities,

SAP can offer its customers a comprehensive, yet intuitive and simple to use data security and compliance

platform with strong focus on data transparency and control across multiple public clouds, SAP's own

infrastructures and business applications.

Unfortunately, some of the capabilities are not yet fully implemented to support all SAP applications or are

relatively limited compared to specialized tools (for example, for data classification). Still, the service is being

constantly developed and improved, with new features and additional SAP applications coverages planned

for near future. Given that the whole platform can be deployed quickly without any changes in existing

infrastructures, it can be recommended for any organization that is strongly invested into the SAP

ecosystem.

Strengths

Fully managed, natively multi-cloud SaaS platform with flexible deployment options

Combines a broad set of data transparency, protection and compliance functions usually not found in a

single solution

Supports all major public clouds, own SAP cloud, and business cloud apps

Can incorporate security telemetry from on-prem SAP applications

Rich compliance reporting capabilities, support for major regulatory frameworks
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Challenges

By design, only focuses on SAP applications and public cloud infrastructures

Does not support all SAP applications yet (work in progress)

Data classification capabilities are quite limited, cannot be extended by customers.
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4 Related Research

Leadership Compass: Database and Big Data Security - 80294

Leadership Compass: Enterprise Databases in the Cloud - 70309

Market Compass: Data Governance Platforms - 71137

Leadership Brief: Introduction to the Information Protection Life Cycle and Framework - 80370

Leadership Brief: Data Security and Governance (DSG) for Big Data and BI Environments - 80109
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KuppingerCole Analysts support IT professionals with outstanding expertise in defining IT strategies and

in relevant decision-making processes. As a leading analyst ompany, KuppingerCole provides first-hand

vendor-neutral information. Our services allow you to feel comfortable and secure in taking decisions

essential to your business. 

KuppingerCole, founded in 2004, is a global, independent analyst organization headquartered in Europe.

We specialize in providing vendor-neutral advice, expertise, thought leadership, and practical relevance in

Cybersecurity, Digital Identity & IAM (Identity and Access Management), Cloud Risk and Security, and

Artificial Intelligence, as well as for all technologies fostering Digital Transformation. We support companies,

corporate users, integrators and software manufacturers in meeting both tactical and strategic challenges

and make better decisions for the success of their business. Maintaining a balance between immediate

implementation and long-term viability is at the heart of our philosophy.

For further information, please contact clients@kuppingercole.com.
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